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MT 402 . MEASURtr THEORY

l) Let /:[,4,r] -+ t? be a bounded function, wltere A.BenlandA<8,
a. With the usual notations, define thc lower Riemann sum s(/,A) and

upper Riemann sum S(/,A)of f corresponding to the dissection A of
lA, Bl.

b. Suppose that A,danddrare dissecrions of the interval U,Bland that
d G A. Prove the following:

> r(/,d) < r(/,^) and .s(/,^) < sf,d)
> r(/,d) <.r(/,dr).

c. What do you mean by fis Riemann integrable over [l,r] ?
Prove that the following conditions are equivalent.

> jf is Riemann integrable over [l,B]
> Civen €>0,thereexistsadissectionA of [,-1,r] such that

s(/,4),r(/,4) <E.
d, Suppose that rf is Riemann integrabl€ over [,-i,r]. Suppose further that

C e [,4,8] is such that /(r) = g(r) for every e [l, B] excepr possibly at

.r = c prove that g is Riemann integrable and "!f @d, ='!c@dr.
e. Cive an example ofa function which is not Rielnann integlable.

2) Explain what is meant by a step function on fi.
s. Lel / c t(91) . Prove lhat there exisrs a sequence (p,) otstep functions

such that %(.r) -+ /(r) almost everywhere in ti, and that

IIt - ,p,,|-t o as ,7 -+ or.

b. lf p is a step function, show that Je(x)costrr& + 0 as k_)@.
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. q. . +lence or dtbdhtise, show that for / € ,(91) ,

.1"/(x)cos/crdr >0 as k >'o.

3)

a. State the iubini's theorem in 9l'?and use it 10 prove the following'

Let / € M($'?) and suppose that one ofthe integral

-/- \ ./. \
I lf v,n*V,. fl {lrrx.vr,a' layer;rs. Prove thar 7 e t'(tt')
o\o -/ o\o )

b. Prove that, if /(.r, y) = ysnittt' , for (x,/) € $'? then

i[Tr,, ,,t ]* =jljrr,,.,,'.1o,

Deduce that Ir "d.=uY .

4) Prove the following: (You may use any convergence theorem.)

a. le "'dt = y , whete d>0

b. lc - cosSdr - --]--, , wherea,l>0
i d'+P'
'rsind - g ac t__dt: ) -_ wnetea>U.
io'-l f,a'+n'

s)
a. State the Monotone Convergence Thcorem and Dominated Convergence

theorems in Z(1).

b. Suppose that 1 = [], co) , where I € !l . Suppose further that the function

/:1-+ 9l satisfies the following conditions:
. f e L(lA,Bl)fot every realnumber B> l.

. Therc exists a constant M > 0 such that l-f')@' < u t", euery rcat

number, > l.
Prove that

/ - /-{ /). rhe limir Lim I l rrr,lx exists and l/(xtdr - I in I n xlat.
t;; J' ' B-q J"



Let /:[0,.o) + !t be defined bY

x e[z-1,n). Prove the following:
B- l lnn')

' ,in lltx)dr=-l

jf(x) = r-rsinra, for every

. fl rr"rarl is not boiinded as , --+ o) ;

. f e L(10,@)).

Prove the following:

a. Every open set G E n is a countable union ofpair wise disjoint open

intervals in 
'i.

b. Suppose that 1g!1is an interval and that /:1i fris given lf there

exists a sequence (1,) in M(1), the set ofall measurable functions on

I, such that f,(x)-+ f(x) 65 n-1co for almost all t€1' then

f e M(I).
c. A subset S of S has measure zero ifand only ifthe following two

oonditions are satisfied:
. \el(!1);and
' J%r'la' = o '

d. Thete exist sequences (g,,), (4) in -L($) such that g, --t 0 almost

everywhere but jg,l do"t not 
"onu"'g"s 

to 0 as rl -+ co and

l4,l--> o tu, (4,)does not converge almost everywhere to 0


